
Reading #1

The following are some quotations about democracy:

“E pluribus unum.” (Out of many, one.)

—MOTTO OF THE UNITED STATES

“Democracy is based upon the conviction that there are extraordinary possibilities in ordinary people.”

—HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK

“Democracy is a process, not a static condition. It is becoming, rather than being. It can easily be lost, but never is fully won. Its essence is

eternal struggle.”

—FEDERAL JUDGE WILLIAM H. HASTIE

“Chief among our gains must be reckoned this possibility of choice, the recognition of many possible ways of life, where other civilizations have

recognized only one.”

—MARGARET MEAD

“Democracy means not ‘I am as good as you are,’ but ‘You are as good as I am.’”

—REV. THEODORE PARKER

“The government is us; we are the government, you and I.”

—THEODORE ROOSEVELT

“In a democracy, the highest office is the office of citizen.”



—SUPREME COURT JUSTICE FELIX FRANKFURTER

Reading #2

From A City Year by Suzanne Goldsmith:

Communities are not built of friends, or of groups of people with similar styles and tastes, or even of people who like and understand each

other. They are built of people who feel they are part of something that is bigger than themselves: a shared goal or enterprise, like righting a

wrong, or building a road, or raising children, or living honorably, or worshipping a god. To build community requires only the ability to see

value in others; to look at them and see a potential partner in one’s enterprise.

Connection Questions (discuss these with your group, if needed call over another group/table)

1. How does Suzanne Goldsmith define community? What are some communities that you are a member of?

2. Are the ideas of community and democracy related?

3. Is community possible without democracy? Is democracy possible without community?

4. Often, images reveal more about a complex idea than a definition that relies only on words does. What would a picture of a community

look like? What might an image of democracy look like? How are they similar? How are they different?


